
Friday, April 1, 2022

To All Financial Journey Partners Clients, 

There are a lot of things in the news that can impact the economy and
stock market which can include rising interest rates by the US Federal
Reserve Bank, inflation nearing 8%, soaring gas prices and the war in
Ukraine, to name just a few. We are monitoring these stories very closely
and how they may impact your investments and have even added a new
team member to help in this area. 

This month we explore the changing bond market and share material from
the first installment of our two-part webinar series on strategies for aging
family members.

The April 18 tax deadline is rapidly approaching and we have a few helpful
reminders in the article below. We are excited to announce new members
to the FJP team and congratulate some of our client families that have
reached an important milestone and are beginning the next phase of their
lives.

Topics in this edition of Insights include:

Bonds Losing More than Stocks
Tax returns due Monday, April 18
10 Warning signs of Alzheimer’s and the Estate Plan Implications
Next Event on May 18 – Just before Photo Contest!
Welcoming New Team Members

Rising Uncertainty Increases Market
Volatility

Generally, when most people think of investing, they think that bonds are a
safer investment than stocks; meaning that in a weak market, one would
expect stocks to go down more than bonds. So far in 2022 - that has not
been the case.

Both markets have seen some downturn overall: the US stock market has
rallied over the past two weeks and outpaced the US bond market, which
is now down more than the US stock market.

So, what is happening to cause bonds to go down more than
stocks?

If you remember, the return of bonds goes inverse to interest rates. So,
when interest rates are going up, then bond values are going down. The
way to remember this is that existing bonds become less valuable when
new bonds are issued with higher interest rates.

The US Federal Reserve raised interest rates to 0.25% on March 16,
2022. They are expected to raise interest rates as much as 2% more by
the end of 2022, which will not be good for bonds. We are seeing negative
returns YTD in all parts of the US bond market.

The US bond market has performed poorly this year and we think it will
continue to be weak for much of 2022. We have taken the action to sell
ALL “bond only” funds in client portfolios, which is the first time we have
done this in our career.

Funds ready for reinvestment

These sales are ready in a money market fund and prepared for
reinvestment in bond funds once the interest rates have stabilized at a new
higher rate. The cash in client accounts is temporarily sitting in a money
market fund and we are also continually reviewing other investment
opportunities and will add when our indicators align for the buy signal.

Regarding the stock market, we took some profits and raised cash earlier
in the year and added to equities in early March when the US stock
market bottomed. We are continuing to keep a very close eye on the
stock market and client investments.

Rising uncertainty increases market volatility which presents challenges as
we actively look for opportunities, as well as do our best to preserve what
you have accumulated. Be sure to contact your Wealth Manager to
discuss any questions you have on your investment portfolio.

Tax Returns Due Monday, April 18

Tax time is here, and unless filing for an extension, US tax returns are due
Monday, April 18. For your convenience, we have placed your Fidelity
2021 tax documents in your personal FJP Client Portal Vault. We have
also made available step-by-step instructions for accessing your tax
documents in your Client Portal.

SEE INSTRUCTIONS

Using Turbo Tax

If you are preparing your own taxes using Turbo Tax, remember that you
can download your account data directly from Fidelity into TurboTax.
When setting the financial institution, select Fidelity and use your
Fidelity.com username and password, not your FJP Client Portal.

Working with a Tax Professional

We have partnered with many of the tax professionals for our clients so
they can access your tax documents in your secure vault. Talk with your
Wealth Manager if you have questions about how we can work with your
tax professional and make it easier for you to complete your 2021 taxes
and plan for 2022.

How to Spot Dementia and the Estate Plan
Implications

We have been working with many of our clients who have aging family
members. This can become a very challenging period and an important
first step is to know the signs of dementia and be able to spot them when
they occur with family members.

In our March 10 webinar, hosted by Elaine, we discussed the 10 Warning
Signs of Alzheimer’s and differentiating other forms of dementia as well as
important things to consider in an estate plan for people as they get older.

In this article, we will discuss the 10 Warning Signs of Alzheimer’s
presented by our guests, Vanessa Souza from the Alzheimer’s
Association and Estate Planning Tools to Assist with Changing Capacity
presented by Estate attorney, Ann Robbeloth, specializing in cognitive
decline.

READ ARTICLE

JOIN US: Part 2 - Strategies for Aging Family
Members Webinar Series

We hope you can join us on May 18, 2022, at 1:00 PM Pacific, for Part
2 of our series on Strategies for Aging Family Members with two special
guest speakers:

Sheila Bradford, Partner at Prime Fiduciary Services will explain
the services provided by a fiduciary and how they can help families
now as well as with the planning and administration of an estate
Kevin Symes, Senior Home Care Liaison with Home Care
Assistance of Los Gatos will explain the resources and care
solutions available for an aging family member and how to find the
right solution for your family when it is needed

Share financialjourney.com/aging-family-member-strategies with your
family and friends. All are welcome to attend. Reach out to Arielle if you
need any assistance with registering.

REGISTER

Welcome New Team Members!      

We are excited to announce a new member of our team, Ben Manley.
Yes, that is correct, Ben is Elaine and Scott’s son. Ben will be working
part-time as our new Macro Analyst and will be watching for trends in the
economy and industry to help us plan our next moves with client portfolios.

Quinn Murphy, our student intern, has also returned to FJP for another
semester. She will be continuing her work to analyze our trading tools and
look for ways to improve our processes.

We are excited to have this investment in talent in our firm as we
consistently look for ways to elevate our service to you. We hope a future
on-site event will give you the opportunity to meet Ben and Quinn!

Reaching the Goal of Retirement

Within these last two months, we have helped 6 client families reach their
goal of retirement. Congratulations to these families! 

Everyone takes a unique path, and we are thrilled to have been your
partner on this journey and help all our clients achieve their goals.

The calendar says we have eased into springtime and yet another
change, but this one brings flowers and a sense of hope too. We hope
you enjoy your spring holidays and remember our entire team is available
to support you.

If there is anything we can to do help you, please give us a call. 

Elaine, Scott, Linda

P.S. Get your cameras ready as our 2022 Photo Contest will be here
before you know it!

arielle@financialjourney.com

408-963-2858
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